Visiting Professorship in North American Studies

Professor Crandall Shifflett, Virginia Tech Department of History, has been named the 2009 Eccles Center Visiting Professor in North American Studies at the British Library.

The Eccles Fellowship is awarded by the British Association for American Studies and goes to one North American scholar annually. The fellowship supports 12 weeks of study in the Eccles Center for American Studies. During the fellowship, Professor Shifflett will be in residence at the British Library and also doing lectures and research at King’s College London digital humanities center, one of the leading digital centers in the world, and at other archives and museums in London. His research on English-Indian encounters is for a book manuscript tentatively entitled “'The Death of My People Thrice': Envisioning Colonization.”

ECCLES HONOR – Randy Shifflett, professor of history, has been selected to serve as Eccles Center Visiting Professor in North American studies at the British Library. Courtesy photo.